
             Whitsun Term 2021 Curriculum Plan: Year EYFS 
 

 

Mathematics 
 
Consolidating numbers 1-20, and one 

more/one less. 

Numbers beyond 20 up to 100 

Distinguishing between the properties of 2D 

and 3D shapes, including vertices and faces 

Doubling numbers to 5, halving numbers to 10 

Counting in 2s, 5s and 10s 

Measuring time in various units 

Counting on and back to explore addition and 
subtraction  

Estimating, measuring, weighing, ordering  and 
comparing in practical activities to do with 
time, position, size, capacity and money 

 

 

 

Personal, Social and Emotional Development 

Working cooperatively as a group without an adult 

Showing and managing feelings 

Showing sensitivity to other people’s needs 

 

 

 

Physical Development 

The link between staying healthy, diet and exercise 

Hopping and skipping in time to music 

Writing on lines using and controlling letter size 

Holding paper in position and using correct pencil 

grip with preferred hand 

 

NCFC Community Sports Foundation: Multi-skills. 

Music 

Making Music and singing – composing and performing 

musical pieces. 

Communication and Language 

Listening accurately to stories, class discussions 

and instructions, and responding with relevant 

comments, questions or actions 

Anticipating what will come next in stories 

Using past, present and future forms correctly 

Developing own narratives 

Showing awareness of the listener 

 

Expressive Arts and Design 

Experimenting with singing, music and dance 

Exploring and combining materials, colour and 

texture 

Designing with function in mind 
 
Representing ideas through roleplay and stories 
 

 
 
 

  

Literacy 

Re-capping all phonemes, digraphs, trigraphs and ‘tricky 

words’ taught this year 

Reading and understanding simple sentences by using 

phonics knowledge to decode regular words 

Reading regular words of more than 1 syllable by 

‘chunking’ 

Using phonics knowledge to write words and sentences 

that match spoken sounds, and writing some common 

‘tricky words’ from memory 

Beginning to use key features of narrative 

CVCC / CCVC / CCVCC / CCCVC / CCCVCC words 

 

 

 

 

 

Understanding the World 

Selecting and using technology for particular 

purposes: typing (keyboard/Word processing), 

researching (Internet search engine), recording and 

photography (Tuff cams and tablets) 

Love Our Planet: Looking after our world within the 

context of waste, eco-friendly practices and 

sustainability. Making observations of the natural 

environment and explaining why some things occur.  


